ACTION TAKEN BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

January 11, 2011

Under the provisions of the Bylaws (Article VI, Section H "Informal Action by Directors") the Board voted by a 2/3 vote to adopt the following Registration price increases and discounts:

VIP - $90 early registration - $100 late registration
LT - $90 early registration - $100 late registration
SLP - $425 early registration - $450 late registration
Student - $200 early or late registration

Second, that the IAL establish the early registration cutoff date as April 30, 2011, with late registration fees beginning on May 1, 2011.

Third, in the instance of students (undergraduate or graduate), that a group discount for five (5) or more students from the same program (with documentation) be adopted and that this discount would amount to a 10% discount on the established rate of $200 for each student, thus, resulting in a rate of $180 per student.

Respectively submitted,
Terrie Hall, Secretary